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1. Introduction 
The present paper is based on some results obtaked by Pfaltz [3] on the 
representation of basic, acyclic graphs as sequenlces of contracted graphs with 
“reconstructibility” proper:!’ and some important results of universal algebra. As 
the graph epimorphism defined in [3] does not preserve the basicity of graph and its 
kernel is not a congruence we redefiae this notion so as to recapture these two 
properties. In such a way the results about graph structures from (31 can be 
embedded into the general framework of the universal algebra, and the representa- 
tion defined by Pfaltz becomes in fat-i an apy:ication of the decomposition theorems 
for algebraic structures (see Cohn [I]). by considering a graph as an algebra whose 
operator domain consists of its relation. 
Section 2 of this paper is devoted to the introduction of the basic notions to be 
used in the sequel. 
In Section 3 we prove some general properties of R- and p-morphisms, R- and 
p-congruences, in order to establish the rel Ition among them. We have especially 
related these concepts to the terminology used by Grgtzer [2]. 
In Section 4 we state some algebraic properties of a particular class of graphs; 
that of basic acyclic graphs. Mainiy we prove that for this type of gi*a;\h the lattice of 
congruences is modular, and consequently the theorems for algebras become 
applicable. 
2. Preliminwv notions and notations 
A graph % is a set G together with binary relation R on G. We shall consider 
the graph as an algebraic structure whose carrier is G and whose operator domain 
corlsists of the relation R. 
An equivalence C on G is called an R-congruence on 92 if and only if (pz. +j E R 
whenever: 
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if p is the transitive closure of R, every p-congruence on (G, p) is called a 
p-congruence on (G, R )* 
In terms of Pfaltz [3] an R-homomorphism of % = (G, R) onto 3’ = (G’, R’) is 
defined as a function q : G 3 G’ with the properties: 
(1) (p, 9)E R implies (rp(~)~ q(9))E R’, 
(2) (p’. 9X R’ implies that for some p E + -‘(p’), 9 E q -‘(9’) we have 
(P9)E R. 
III terms of Grtitzer this notion corresponds to that of full homomorphisms for 
partial algebras. An inconvenient of this kind of homomorphism is that its kernel is 
not necessarily a congruence. For this reason we propose to use as R- 
homomorphism a stronger concept of homomor*phtsm defined as follows: 
(1’) @9)E R implies ((9(&~(9))E R’ if P(P)+ cp(9)* 
(2’) (p’, 9’) E R’ implies that fur every p E 0’ ‘(p’), q E 9 -‘(9’) we have (p. 9) E R 
(obvioust:f p‘, 9’ E cp -l(G)). 
We shall call an R-monomorphism and an R -epimorphism an injective and a 
surjective: R-homomorphism respectively. We can see that the inverse of a bijective 
R-homomorphism is always an R-homomorphism and we shali call it an R- 
isomorphkm. By replacing in the above definition R and R’ by the transitive 
closures 11 and p’ respectivelj, we get the definition of a p-homomorphism. We say 
that the R -epimorphism 9 : G ---) G’ realizes a contraction if G is acyclic. 
Let 3 and 3’ be two graphs, I ?H an R-epimorphism of S c.lto gf such that for 
some nonempty subgraph 2’ of 5!? we have: 
(1) 39% G’ so that for every q E N we have q,,(9)= 9’, 
(2) the restriction (P,, 1 (ci_Hj is a bijection of G-H onto G’- (9’). If in additicn (F,., 
redizes a contraction, we say that it realides a simple conrruction induced 6~ H. 
Whenever we are able to reconstruct VI given %“, 9’, S‘, the simple contraction is 
said to be reconstwctable. 
If 9 E G, we call &he left-context of 9: 
L(9)= {Q/P E G,(P,~)E R). 
The right-context of 9 is: 
If X ilsl a non-empty subgraph of ‘9, then: 
The point p E C is said to be a minimal one, iC p = 
denote by m, the set of all minimal points of 9; if M 
p. We 
is an 
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m-graph. The point p E G is said to be a mnxinzal one, if p = y whenever 
(p, q) E p. We denote by M, the set of aIt maximal points of 3; if M, # $4 we sav 1 
that ‘# is an M-graph. Ib ‘6 is both ~1 m -g:?ph and an M-graph. it is SaiG to be an 
m-M-graph. The graph 5!8 is said 10 be bc .;ic if whenever (p, 4) E R there is no path 
from p to q of length greater thaii PT equal to 2. 
3. General properties of congruences and homomorphisms 
Theorem 3.1. Every R-congruence is a p-congrwnce. 
Proof. Let ,V be an R-congruence. and pt. (I~ two paints such that (P,,~~)E p (i.e. 
there exists a path from pI to q,) and +,. 4,) E X We must prove that for every 
p2. y2 such that (p,. p,) E 1: and (4,. y:)E 2 we have (p-. q2) E p. Let pl = b;,. 
r1,. . .* r” = qr be a path from p, to 41. We denote by i the index of the fkst p&n! in 
the path such that (c, pl)B 2, and by j the index of the last point in the path such 
that (r,. (I*) 6 2. From the definition of R-congruences we have: (p:, ~$5 R and 
(r,, q2)~ R. If j < i, then (p2. r,)E 3, and therefore (pz, q:)E R ; if i s j, then we have 
a path from p2 to 42 which contains p2, r,, r,, y2. However (pl,q:) f p. Ct 
Theorem 3.2. The kernel of rrn R-homomorphism is an R-congruence. 
Proof. Let p be an R-homomorphism. The kernel ;Jf the mapping qc is an 
equivalence on G. Moreover, if (pt. 4,) $! 9 0 p ’ (they have not the same image by 
q) and if (p,. q,)E R then (q(p,), p(9,))E R’, and we deduce that for every 
p E 9 ‘(&p,)), 4 E p ‘(~(4~)) I; e. equivalent to p1 and 41, respectively) we must 
have (p, q ) E R. 
Corollary 3.3. The kernel of a p-homomorphism is a p-congruence. 
Theorem 3.4. Every R-epimorphism is a p-epimorphism. 
Proof. Let q : G -+ G’ be an R-epimorphism of (8 onto %‘. Let p’? 4’E G’ such 
that (p’, t~‘)f. p’ (i.e., we have a path from p’ to 4’). We must prove that for ever! 
p f 9 ‘(p’) and 4 E cp ‘(4’) we have (p, 4) E p (the first assertion of the definition 
being dwious). If p’, r;, . . . , r;,, 4’ is a path from p’ to 4’. and if rl E p ‘(rl), . . . . r, E 
q ‘(r:), then for every 2 s i Q n the fact (6 I, r:)E R’ implies (r, Iq r,)E R. and 
t herefiJre (p, q ) R.Cl . 
Theursm 3.5. lf 2 is TV p-congruence 0~ (G, R ) we define the relation R ’ on G/Z QS 
fo~bws: (p’, 9’) E R’ if and lmy if there exist p E p’ and 4 E q’ such rhat (p, 4) E R. 
TPten the natural mizpping 9 : (: T 4 G/X defines a p-epimorphism of (G, R) onto 
(G/T. R’). 
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Proof. Let p1,. . l , pm (with (pl,p,) e Z) be a path from pl E G to pfi E G, and 
pl, , . . ,p;: ahe Zj-cosets of pl,. . . ,pn respectively; pi,. . . ,pL are not necessarily 
p&wise all distinct. For ever’ i = 1, . . . , n - 1 we have one of the following two 
situations: 
(a) @,pi+,)E 2; hence we deduce pi = tp:+,; 
(b) @i, p1 +,) e C ; hence we deduce @ :, p ;+I) E R ‘* ’ 
We conclude that the image of a path is a path. 
The converse can be proved by induction on the length of the path. If (pi, pi) f R’ 
(path of length l), then by definition there exist pl E pi and p2 E pi such that 
(p,+)E R. But pi ant: & are &cosets, and we deduce that for every p E pi and 
4 E d& we have (p, 4) E p. We suppose the property true for paths of length n - 1, 
and we shall prove it for a path of length n. Let pi, . . . , p:,, be a path of length n ; 
for every pl E pi, l ’ l , p” fs p:, pn+r E p:+1, we have a path from pi to pm and from 
p,to &+I, therefore there exists a path from pr to p,.,. 0 
In the sequel we shall consider as a quotient graph structure for a p-congruence 
2, the graph [G/Z, R’) defined as above. This structure has the important property 
that if the original graph is basic, then the quotient is basic too (see Theorem 4.3). 
We remark that if pi, . . ..pA is a path of length 1~ - 1 into (G/X, R’), then there 
exists a path of length at least n - 1 from ipl E pi to p” E p:. . . 
4. Properties of basic acyclic graphs 
A very imporisrii C&S> ~.i: g~ap’ns i  that of basic graphs, for they appear very 
often in practice, particularly In the representation of data structures (see (31). Jn 
the sequel we shall consider only basic acyclic graphs. 
Proposition 4.1. Every basic acyclic graph is an m-M-graph. 
Proof. Let (G, R) be a basic acyclic graph and let us suppose that it would not be an 
m-M-graph. In this case for every point p we have necessarily at least an arc 
ending into p and another one starting from p, therefore the graph would have at 
least a cycle. Cl 
We remark that the converse of the above proposition is riot true. We c&n see that if 
(G, R ) is a basic acyclic graph. and if 9 : (G, R ) -+ (G’. R’) is an R-epimorphism 
then (G’, R ‘) is a basic acyclic graph too. 
$H, R ‘) dl be called a p-s&graph of (G, R) if and only if: 
(“I) (H, R’) is a subgraph of (G, R); 
(2) for every p, 4 E H, if we have a path p, pI, . . ., pm, in (G, R ), thea\ necess&Q 
p, E H for every i = 1,. . ., n, 
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(3) for every pEH and 9Hf, if (p,9)Ep (or (qp)Ep), then (p~)Ep 
((r, p) E p respectively) for every r E H. 
.heorem 4.2. rf 2 . IS a p-congruence on the acyclic graph (G, R), then every 
S-coset is a p-s&graph of (G, R ). If (;e = (Gl R) is a basic acyclic graph, and 
B? = (H, R ‘) a p-subgraph of it, then there exists at least a p-congruerzce Z on 93’ such 
that H be a Scoset. 
Proof. For the first assertion we t:tke (p, q) E 2’ and we suC;gose that we have a path 
Pv PIT . . .,pm,9 from p to 9. We have to prove that for every i = 1,. . ., n we have 
(p. \.)E 2. If we suppose that ior some i we have (p+)E 2, then from the 
dwing: (p,.y)E X. (p,.qE p. (p,9)E Z we deduce (p,, p) E p and (G, R ) would 
not be acyclic. 
For the second assertion we define the following equivalerxe ,V : for every 9 E H, 
(9, r) E Z if :rnd oniy if r E H; if ~65. H then (p.p’) E 2 if and only if p = p’. The 
equivalence 2 is a p-congruence on (G. R ), for which H is a Scoset. III 
If Y is a p-subgraph, we shall call the p -ccyngruence defined as ahoc e the 
r-congruence induced by %‘, and we shah denote it by &,. 
Thrtorem 4.3. If (G. R ) is a basic acyclic graph, and 2 a p-congruence, then the 
9uotient structure (G/Z, R ‘) is also a bak acyclic graph. 
Proof. (G/X, R’) is obviously acyclic. We suppose that (G/Z, R ‘) would not be 
basic; then for some p’. 9’ E C/E we have ip’, q’) E R’ and also a path from p’ to q’ 
of length n 2 2. Then there exist p E p’ and 9 E 9’ such that fp, y) E R, and we 
have also a path of length at least n from p to 9 (see Theorem 3.51, i.e. % would not 
be basic. 0 
Lemma 4.4. Let 2 be a p-&graph of %. If there exist two points pfZ H and q E H 
su& that (p9 9)E R, then: 
$3) q is minimal in %; 
(b) (p, r) E R fox every r minimal in ,SV. 
Proof. (3) We suppose that 9 is not minimal; then the1.e xists a point r E H such 
that (r, y) E p; but (p9 r)E p (see Proposition 4. I), and ‘8 would not be basic. 
(b) For a certain r, minimal, we suppose (p, r)$Z R. We have (p, r) E p (see 
Proposition 4.1) iind the path from p to r does not contain any point from H other 
than r, otkwise P would not be minimal. Let 9’ be a point of the path from p IO r, 
different from p and r, and a’$# H: we have a path ram 9’ to q, therefore we have 
also a pat3 of length n a2 and an edge from p to 9, i.e. the graph would not be 
basic. 
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We C~C deduce a similar property for a maximal 9 and ((1, p) E R. 
For basic acyclic grilphs holds an important prclperty of rcconctructibility: 
Theorem 4.5. Every natural p-epimorphism realizes Q contrwtion. Moreouur, if this 
contraction is a simple one, then the graph % is reconstrrrctdde. 
Proof. If ,S = (G, R) is a basic acyclic graph and 50 : G + G/Z’ a natllrai cpimorph- 
ism, then the graph (G/Z, I?‘) is a basic acyclic one (Theorem 4.3). Hence q realizes 
3 contraction. 1f.p reaiizes a simple contraction, then there exists a p-subgraph :X 
of !4, such that H is a C --coset and for ever) p@ H we have (p, p’) E 2‘ if and only if 
p = &. If we know (G/X, R’) and 8, we are able to reconstruct % taking into 
account that if 9’ is the image of H by cp, and if (p’, y’)E R’, then (q ‘(p’). 9) E R 
fr)r every 9 in X (see Lemma 4.4); similarly for (9’. p’) E R’ and a maximal 9 in 
a/: a 
If ‘:ry” is a r:,-~.~h~?aph of 58, and 2’ a y-congruence on 3, wt) shatl denote by %’ 0 Z the 
subgraph o&aired as the rlnion of all Scosets whoye intersection with .P’ is not 
empty. Then: 
Theorem 4.6. ‘X QZ’ is Q p-subgraph. 
Proof. WC have to prove the ;rsscrtions (2) and (3) from the dcfinitian of 
p-subgraphs. Let us take two points \j and 9 of 2’ 0 X:, such that we have a path from 
y to 9 (~~bviously (p, 9) E X, r)therGsc it is trivial). We have to yrovc that every 
point of this path belongs to .x” 02. Let r be a point of the path and suppose that 
(p, r) E 2’ and (9, r) ft: 2. But there ctxist two points p’, 9’ E W such that (p, p’) E .S 
and (9,9’) E Z. Then we have (p’, r ) E p and l:.r, 9’) E p. In this case r belongs to a >l 
path from p ’ to y ‘, then r 6~ If, anhi therefor r belongs to X 0 2. 
For the assertion (3) of the definition Ict us take a point p not belonging to 2’ Q clv, 
such that (p, 9) E p. We have to prcbve that for ovcry r of ‘W 0 2 we have (p. I) E p. 
Let 9’? r% H be such that (9,~‘) E 2 and (r, r’)E 2. We have @, 9’)E p and 
thcreforc (‘Jf is a p-subgraph) (p, I)) f~ p; which implies (p, r) E p. C2 
Proof. WC take a Z2 -coset ,‘Y, which is a p-subgraph; we construct 2, Q 2’. which is a 
p-subgraph (Theorem 4.6) and therefort: it induces a p-congruence (‘I%eorem 4.2). 
We can continue by taking another* &met disjoint of ;?‘\ Ed %, etC+ and we get 
finally some p-subgraphs like X, Q %, which are coscts of a p-eangr~ence named 
t ’ --I ~2~. It is easy to pravc the identity of Xl~~2-coscts ta the &~X~-cos~ts, and we 
crlnciude the comtnutativity. [r;’ 
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WC c;u-, state a thcorcm similar to the seconG i~omorphism theorem for algcbrx 
(WC Cohn [ 1 j, Witzcr (21): 
is a basic ucycl:~ graph. and K a p-subgraph of it, then by a normoi ckirt 
to 3, we mean n finite chain of p-subgraphs ‘4,. ‘3,. . ., ‘& and a finite set of 
p-congruences 2,. . . . . 2’,,, such that: 
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i3) 2, is a p-congruence on %, 
(4) %,-, is a 2, -coset of 5%. ; 
If we replace each interval [ %-1, t$i 1 of a normal chain by a normal chain from 49(-i 
to $&we get a refinemenf of the former normal chain. 
If re,,, . . ., 3,,, together with the p-congruences &, . . ., X,,,, and 2&,, . . ., 8’” together 
with the p-congruences 0,, . . ., 8, are two normal chains from R to 9 we say that 
thle two normai chains are isomorphic if and only if: 
(I) +” = n, 
(2) there exists a permutation CT of 1,2,. . ., n such that for every i = 1,. . ., n 
%i /X, and %!I,,,/ @o(i) be isomorphic. 
A no:rmal chain without repetitions, which has no proper refinements is called a 
composition series. 
In thhz same manner as for algebras (see Cohn [I]) we can prove: 
TheoreMI 4.10 
3? a subgraph 
refinements. 
(Schreier Refinement Theorem). Let ‘3 be a busic acyclic graph and 
of it. Then any two normal chains from X to ‘33 have isomorphic 
Theorem 4.11 (Jordan-Molder Theorem}. If % is Q basic acyclk graph, and 
subgraph of it, then any two composition series from % to ‘,’ are isomorphic. 
Let 3, = (G,&),. . ., YIN = (G,, I?,) be n graphs; the graph 
(G, x l l . x G,,, R) is called a subdirect product of the above graphs if its relation R 
is given by: ((p,, . . l , pa), (91, . . +, 9”)) E R if and only if for every i = 1, l . ., n we 
have either pi = 9i, or (p,, 9i) E R. A subgraph of a subdirect product is a subdirect 
prnduct too. i 
Theorem 4.12 (Birkhoff Decomposition Theorem). Let &, l - l , f, be a family of 
p-congruences on the basic acyck graph 3, with the property: & f7 l l l n & = & 
(AC is the diagonal of G, i.e. the congruence identity). Then 3 is isomorphic to a 
subdirect product of $3 / &, . . ., $9 4 & 
Proof, We shall denote by % the graph WC, by 9, : G I-) Gt the natural epimor- 
phism of & and by q the mapping rg : G + G1 X l l 9 )I: G,, defined by: 
q is cl’early a p-homomorphism (see the definition of the subdirect product). We 
suppose that for some p, 9 we have 60 (p) = v(q); then 9, &) E= q&) for e~q 
i=l , . . ., n, and hence (p, 4) E & Le, (p, q) 6~ 2, (7 l l 9 fl& = Aa, which implies 
p = 9 and we deduce that cp is an injective mapping. Taking into account he 
subgraph H of G, x l l l x G, defined by the Zigcosets of a same ~~~rne~t of G, Le. 
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II = ((p(“, * . .,p’“‘)/p G, p”’ is the s, -coset of p), then we find that q is also 
surjective onto H. We conclude that ‘% and the subdirect product defined onto H, 
are isomorphic. 0 
The above results prow that the lattice of p-congruences of a basic acyclic graph 
is a modulair one, therefore such ;: graph is always deccmpc,sable in the manner 
decribed by Theorems &IO, 4.11 :.:.nd 4.12 if it has other p-congruences than the 
trivial congruences, or equivalerttiy. if it has non-trivial p-subgraphs. The basic 
acyclic graphs (for instance tree,;) are very often used in the computer data 
processing, usually to represent data structures. The decomposition theorems 
permit to work with simpler sffucfurcs, representable in a computer storage. For 
instance the tree-structures can be represented into a computer storage as a set of 
simple two-level (father-son) subtrees (see IBM 360 BOMP and [4]), representation 
which is conformity with the decomposition theorems. 
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